RETURN ON INVESTMENT IN BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

MENNICA METALE
SZLACHETNE
Many companies face the dilemma of making the right investment decision regarding
new Business Intelligence solutions. A common concern are the initial costs required for
such implementations, instead of the benefits they offer. Experience shows that in many
such cases the companies forget about the business needs, which were what caused
the interest in analytical solutions in the first place.
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THE GOAL OF ROI CALCULATION
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PRODUCT
GROUPS

• Name, group, type
• Production costs
divided into:
– department
– metal
– workmanship
• Sales volume
• Profit on sales
in % and PLN

• Product sheet
• Production orders
• Trade documents
• Automatic exclusion

Record
control
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ROI – RETURN OF INVESTMENT

The most important element of convincing the board to
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omitted.

external
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of Statistics (GUS), controlling
bodies, etc.) and internal analyses (reporting needs of the

form of ROI analysis, you have grounds and justification for

board, controlling departments etc.) have been improved.
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Below is a list of improvements in time consumption result-

tion of ROI for a project makes sense only in the case of sup-

ing from implementation of the Comarch Business Intelli-

port and involvement of the users in order to specify own

gence analytical solution:
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Regular reports

Before

After

Difference

External
reports

60 days

12 days

48 days

Internal
reports

48 days

12 days

36 days

Total

84 days

Table 1. Values of saved work time (information confirmed by
Mennica Metale Szlachetne S.A.)

It should be remembered that delaying a decision to implement a Business Intelligence analytical project involves
the cost of losing the opportunities presented herein.
Therefore, it is worth to consider, as soon as possible, what
benefits can be gained thanks to the implementation, and,
consequently, to make a rational decision on development
of analytical technologies in the company. An excellent
example is the presented company Mennica Metale Szlachetne S.A., which made use of such an
opportunity.

SUMMARY
Calculation of return on investment in a Business Intelligence project is one of the methods of calculating the benefits for the company.
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